
Cooperation and Community 
 
 
Brooks, E. Polar Opposites.  Ambrose, a polar bear, and Zina, a penguin, are 
very different but they can still find ways to meet in the middle.        jP Brooks 
 
Brown, M.  Stone Soup.   When all the townspeople give just a little food, 
everyone enjoys a feast.     jP Brown 
 
Bruins, D. The Legend of Ninja Cowboy Bear.  The ninja, the cowboy and the 
bear do everything together. But when a contest among themselves leads to 
resentment, they soon learn that the only way to stop disagreeing is to be 
considerate of their differences and appreciate one another.         jP Bruins 
 
Bunting, E.  Smoky Night.   When the riots break out in the streets of their 
neighborhood, a young boy and his mother learn the values of getting along with 
others no matter what their background or nationality.     j PAR PIC Bunting 
 
Carle, E.   The Grouchy Ladybug.  A grouchy ladybug who is looking for a fight 
challenges everyone she meets regardless of their size or strength.      jP Carle 
 
Cecil, R.  Horsefly and Honeybee.  Honeybee and Horsefly have a fight that 
results in each of them losing a wing and being forced to walk, but when they are 
both captured by hungry Bullfrog their only hope of escape is to work together.     

jP Cecil 
 
Cooper, H. Pumpkin Soup.    The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the 
Duck in arguing about who will perform what duty in preparing their pumpkin 
soup, and they almost lose the Duck’s friendship when he decides to leave them.     

jP Cooper 
 
Egan, T.  Chestnut Cove.  When King Milford offers his entire kingdom to 
"whosoever grows the largest and juiciest watermelon by summer's end," the 
atmosphere in the friendly village of Chestnut Cove begins to change. Will greed 
and competition ruin this peaceful community?        j PAR PIC Egan 
 
Jarvis, P.  Alan's Big, Scary Teeth.  Deep in the jungle lurks Alan the alligator, 
descended from a long line of very scary alligators. He prepares carefully — 
polishing his scales, brushing each of his big, scary teeth, and practicing his 
frightening faces — then sneaks into the jungle to terrorize the jungle critters. 
("I’m big, scary Alan! Fear my razor-sharp teeth!") But after a long day of scaring, 
Alan likes nothing better than to enjoy the crossword, run a warm mud bath, and 
take out his teeth, which nobody else knows are false. Until one morning, when 
Alan wakes up and finds that his teeth are gone! Without those teeth, he’s just 
not very scary, and scaring is the only thing he knows how to do. Or is it? Witty, 
charming, and playful storytelling will have preschoolers cheering for Alan as he 
discovers a new way to fit in.    jP Jarvis 



 
Jeffers, O. The Way Back Home. Stranded on the moon after his extraordinary 
airplane takes him into outer space, a boy meets a marooned young Martian with 
a broken spacecraft, and the two new friends work together to return to their 
respective homes.    jP Jeffers 
 
Keller, H.  Help! A Story of Friendship.  Mouse hears a rumor that snakes do not 
like mice and while trying to avoid his former friend, Snake, he falls into a hole 
from which neither Hedgehog, Squirrel, nor Rabbit can help him out.    jP Keller 
 
Lionni, L.  Swimmy.   A little black fish in a school of red fish figures out a way of 
protecting them all from their natural enemies.      jP Lionni 
 
Meserve, A.   No room for Napoleon.   When he arrives on an island paradise, 
Napoleon the dog orders its friendly inhabitants to help him construct a big house 
that gradually takes over all of the available space.   But Napoleon's demands 
push the limits of friendship as well as of the resources of the island. Is there 
anything Napoleon can do to make it up to them?        jPar Pic Meserve 
 
Oldland, N. Up the Creek. A bear, a moose, and a beaver who are best friends, 
but often disagree, have a trying adventure when they decide to take a canoe trip 
together.      jP Oldland 
 
O'Malley, K.  Once Upon a Cool Motorcycle Dude. Cooperatively writing a fairy 
tale for school, a girl imagines a beautiful princess whose beloved ponies are 
being stolen by a giant, and a boy conjures up the muscular biker who will guard 
the last pony in exchange for gold.    j O’Malley (Children’s Graphic Novels) 
 
Parenteau, S.   Bears on Chairs.   Four chairs. Four adorable bears. All is well 
until Big Brown Bear shows up and wants a seat. Can these clever bears put 
their heads together (among other things) and make space for one more?      

 jP Parenteau 
 

Sturges, P.  The Little Red Hen Makes a Pizza.     In this version of the traditional 
tale, the duck, the dog and the cat refuse to help the Little Red Hen make a pizza 
but do not get to participate when the time comes to eat it.     jP Sturges 
 
Weatherly, L. The Scariest Monster in the World.  Meet the scary, scary monster: 
his fur is wild and weird, he carries a club with giant bristles, and his teeth are 
green and mossy…because he never, ever brushes them! Worst of all, he 
stomps through the woods, shouting “GET OUT OF MY WAY!” And all the forest 
creatures do just that, hurrying and scurrying whenever they see him coming. 
But one day, the monster starts to hiccup—and no matter what he does, the 
hiccups won’t stop! Will the other animals help him…or will they be too afraid? 

 jP Weatherly 
 



Wheeler, L. Castaway Cats. Fifteen cats, after surviving a shipwreck, reach the 
safety and uncertainty of a deserted island. The cats are of varying ages, breeds, 
and personalities and must overcome their differences as they attempt to build a 
boat and return to civilization. By story's end, the castaways are no longer 
strangers; through their adversity, they have become a family.    jP Wheeler 
 
Yee, W.  Upstairs Mouse, Downstairs Mole.  Mouse and his downstairs neighbor, 
Mole, discover that when they help each other, housecleaning and other daily 
tasks are much easier.    jE Yee 
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